
{p3} Concept Remix                                                                    

Challenge:
You will be creating TWO high quality abstracted & original works of art, 
using two different color schemes, achieved thru mixing acrylic paint on 
paper.  Focus on one concept {from the list below} create two works of art 
exploring ONE conceptual theme or idea. Consider how changing the color 
relationship & color application will impact the mood, impression & overall 
understanding of each piece. 

Choose ONE of the following Conceptual Options/Themes:
Versions of Reality                Competition                  Dissatisfaction    

 Identity                                 Perseverance                Home

Choose TWO of the following Color Scheme Options {one for each 
abstracted piece}:
Triadic                 Complementary   	 Tetradic              
	 	

Objectives:
- Learn how to mix values, shades, tints & tones to create dynamic color 
relationships that reflect an accurate understanding of color schemes. 
- Construct the abstracted compositions that communicate an idea.
- Further your creative problem solving skills to create two original 
compositions.
- Engage in critical thinking to abstract images & forms. 
- Demonstrate an understanding of color schemes & color psychology
- Execute compositions with excellent craftsmanship appropriate to concept.
- Following all project guidelines to create abstracted solutions on paper. 

Materials {bring all of the following with you to our next surface studio}
19” x 24” Bristol paper pad 
Liquitex Acrylic Paint BLACK 4oz tube 	 	 	 	
Liquitex Acrylic Paint WHITE 4oz tube 	 	 	
Liquitex Acrylic Paint COBALT BLUE 4oz tube 
Liquitex Acrylic Paint NAPH. CRIMSON 4oz tube 
Liquitex Acrylic Paint CAD. YELLOW MED HUE 4oz tube 
Paint Brushes {variety}, Metal Ruler, Blue painters tape, Wax paper, Modge Podge 

In preparation for creating your final solutions, you will have an opportunity to build 
your color mixing skills during our next surface studio. Come prepared to begin/
create phase one {value scales} of this project during studio, by having ALL of the 
materials listed above with you! Specific details will be given in studio. 
Phase One {value scales} will be due at 9:30am M: {3.2} & T: {3.3}

WASH
  {Workshop in Art Studio + History}

surface        

S T U D I O
Research & Investigate:                                              

abstraction                                                 
analogous
chroma
color deficiencies
color mixing
color perception
color psychology
color scheme
color theory
color relationship
color wheel
complementary color
composition
conceptual
focal point
harmony
implied color / actual color
layered color
optical mixing
pointillism
saturation
shade
source image
tint
tone
tetradic
triadic
value
veiled color
                    

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead

shsuWASH.com



Size/Scale of final two pieces: 
Using ONE full sheet of 19”x24” bristol, which you will tear/cut into two separate 
pieces. It is up to you to choose the final dimensions of each solution, and if those 
dimensions are even pairs {two compositions that are the same size} or you may 
choose to have one composition significantly larger than the other composition. 
You may choose to add/layer additional bristol, card stock, torn paper, hole punched 
paper, vellum &/or tracing paper. As with other WASH projects, the hazardous 
materials {from our list} remain off limits. 
ANY ADDITIONAL MATERIALS CAN ONLY BE USED WITH INSTRUCTOR 
PERMISSION. 
This work is not required to extend off the surface, it is up to you.

Work will be attached to the wall using your choice of the following:
T-pins 
Push pins
Magnets {we will provide the magnets}

Grade Evaluation: 
Artistic Process
Color Accuracy 
Craftsmanship 
Abstracted Design 
Concept
Professionalism {working within all project guidelines} 
Ambition

Timetable: 
Phase One due M: {3.2} & T: {3.3} at 9:30am

Final Critique installed BEFORE 9:30am 

M: {3.16} & T: {3.17}


